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An Open Challenge.

To all Rabbis, Popes, Patriarchs, Cardinals, Archbishops,

Bishops, Priests, Ministers, Elders, Deacons, &c, &c. , Lay and
Clerical whether Jews, Roman Catholic or Protestant, who accept

the Bible as an inspired book in any sense than a purely human
production.

AXIOM.—When two different and contradictory statements

are made in reference to any subject it is possible for both of them
to be wrong, but it is impossible that both should be correct.

All who have been trained in the faiths above mentioned have
been given an idea about God, something similar to that given in the

Westminster Confession of Faith as follows,
—" God is a spirit,

infinite, eternal, unchangeable in His being, wisdom, power, holiness,

justice, goodness and truth." I was taught and I presume the same
applies to all properly trained children whether Jews or Christians

that God was omnipotent, and that His providence was over all and
that every one would be judged according to his works. We are

told that not even a sparrow falleth to the ground without God's
providence. That is one side of the shield, and if the rest of the

various systems of theology were in accordance with that I would
have nothing to say against them, but I challange all and sundry to

reconcile the foregoing conception of God with the following :

—

We are taught to pray to and worship God. Now, if God is a
just God that cares for all His creature and knows all their wants
what is the sense of prayer or worship ?

If He is influenced by prayer He is not unchangeable. Does
an insignificant mortal know better than God what the need of

His creatures are ?

How can the theory of the fatherhood of God and the brother-

hood of man be reconciled with the doctrine that an exclusive
divine revelation, intended for all mankind, was given in a wilderness
to a small insignificant Semitic tribe and that ninety-five per cent, of

the human race, at least, have never heard of this pretended
revelation ?

Whereas Christ was crucified for teaching doctrines contrary
to the teachings of Moses, how can the teachings of Moses and the
teachings of Christ form part of the same system of theology ?

What is the sense of giving to a people whose laws oppose
slavery and polygamy and whose ideals about the rights of man
include the whole human race, a book which sanctions slavery and
polygamy and whose ideas of the

'

' rights ot man '

' consisted in the
right of one race to make slaves of all other races ?

And finally considering that the Pentateuch teaches neither
science, history nor morals according to our conceptions of these
matters, and considering that it has no practical use whatever,
except as a subject matter of controversy, I hereby maintain that
the whole thing is the biggest fake in history and challenge all and
sundry to prove by any ordinary methods that ordinary mortals can
understand, that the whole business is anything else.

NORMAN MURRAY

Montreal, Aug. 13th, 1902
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